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AUTOMATED SIMULATION TESTBENCH 
GENERATION FOR SERIALIZER/DESERIALIZER 

DATAPATH SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] Embodiments herein present a method for auto 
mated simulation testbench generation for serialiZer/deseri 
aliZer datapath systems. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] High speed serialiZer/deserialiZer (HSS) cores are 
an important part of application-speci?c integrated circuit 
(ASIC) product o?cering. These cores are used in conjunc 
tion With other ASIC cores to implement protocols such as 
XAUI, PCI Express, Serial ATA, FibreChannel, In?niband, 
etc. However, the number of signal pins associated With 
these cores, as Well as the functional complexity associated 
With these cores, continues to present a challenge to chip 
designers Who must instantiate these HSS cores and asso 
ciated protocol cores and connect all of the signals. Such 
issues Were partially addressed by the invention described in 
US. patent application Ser. No. 10/709,528 (incorporated 
herein by reference), Which described a means of developing 
a set of inference rules to facilitate automated Wiring of an 
HSS subsystem. Having generated such a subsystem in an 
automated fashion, it is also desirable to generate a simu 
lation testbench capable of verifying the connections of the 
subsystem. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] Embodiments herein present a method for auto 
mated simulation testbench generation for serialiZer/deseri 
aliZer datapath systems. The method generates simulation 
testbenches for verifying the connections betWeen cores of 
a datapath system by providing a database of transactors that 
are adaptable to arbitrary con?gurations of the datapath 
system. The transactors are for generating and checking data 
Within the datapath system and comprise a ?rst transactor, a 
second transactor, a third transactor and a fourth transactor. 

[0006] More speci?cally, the method comprises providing 
the ?rst transactor for generating raW data on an input side 
of a ?rst datapath, Wherein the ?rst datapath is an egress 
datapath ?oWing from inboard inputs of the system to 
outboard outputs of the system; and providing the second 
transactor for checking encoded data on an output side of the 
?rst datapath. Inboard signals are datapath logic signal 
interconnections to/ from the uppermost protocol layer in the 
target system from/to other logic on the chip. Outboard 
signals are datapath logic signal interconnections to/from the 
loWermost layer in the target system. Moreover, the method 
comprises providing the third transactor for generating 
encoded data on an input side of a second datapath, Wherein 
the second datapath is an ingress datapath ?oWing from 
outboard inputs of the system to inboard outputs of the 
system; and providing the fourth transactor for checking raW 
data on an output side of the second datapath. The database 
is provided With a single set of transactors per core. Next, 
given that a subsystem may contain more than one type of 
ASIC core, the method automatically selects one set of 
transactors from the database corresponding to one of the 
types of cores in the subsystem for inclusion into the 
simulation testbenches. 
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[0007] Following this, the method maps the ?rst datapath 
and the second datapath through the datapath system by 
interconnecting the selected set of the transactors With the 
datapath system. The mapping comprises mapping the ?rst 
datapath and the second datapath independently of the data 
to be generated and checked by the transactors. In addition, 
the mapping comprises mapping the ?rst datapath and the 
second datapath With spatial coordinates, Which maps the 
data from inboard datapath pins of the cores to outboard 
datapath pins of the cores. The ?rst datapath and the second 
datapath are also mapped With temporal coordinates, Which 
maps the data into one of several clock cycles of the ?rst 
datapath and the second datapath. 

[0008] The method further comprises setting control pins 
on the cores to facilitate propagation of the data through the 
cores of the datapath system. This comprises identifying 
control signals and control values to be asserted in the 
simulation testbenches. Subsequently, the control pins are 
traced to an input port or a control register. 

[0009] Accordingly, embodiments of the invention pro 
vide a method for generating simulation testbenches for 
various system con?gurations given a database containing 
one set of testbench transactors per supported core (rather 
than per supported system con?guration). By requiring a set 
of transactors per core rather than per con?guration, this 
reduces the problem of Writing testbench transactors from an 
order N2 problem to an order N problem. This is facilitated 
by mapping the datapath from one pipeline stage through 
subsequent pipeline stages to primary input/output ports of 
the system. 

[0010] These and other aspects of embodiments of the 
invention Will be better appreciated and understood When 
considered in conjunction With the folloWing description and 
the accompanying draWings. It should be understood, hoW 
ever, that the folloWing description, While indicating pre 
ferred embodiments of the invention and numerous speci?c 
details thereof, is given by Way of illustration and not of 
limitation. Many changes and modi?cations may be made 
Within the scope of the embodiments of the invention 
Without departing from the spirit thereof, and the invention 
includes all such modi?cations. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] The embodiments of the invention Will be better 
understood from the folloWing detailed description With 
reference to the draWings, in Which: 

[0012] FIG. 1 illustrates a general diagram of a datapath 
system; 

[0013] FIG. 2(a) illustrates an example con?guration for a 
datapath system, shoWing one stage; 

[0014] FIG. 2(b) illustrates another example con?guration 
for a datapath system, shoWing tWo stages; 

[0015] FIG. 2(c) illustrates another example con?guration 
for a datapath system, shoWing three stages; 

[0016] FIG. 2(d) illustrates another example con?guration 
for a datapath system, shoWing tWo stages; 

[0017] FIG. 3 illustrates transactors associated With a 
method of the invention; 
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[0018] FIG. 4 illustrates a data How a transactor associated 
With a method of the invention; 

[0019] FIG. 5 illustrates a data How another transactor 
associated With a method of the invention; 

[0020] FIG. 6 illustrates a data How another transactor 
associated With a method of the invention; 

[0021] FIG. 7 illustrates remapping attributes for a 4:2 
multiplexor example; 

[0022] FIG. 8 illustrates a multistage remapping example; 
and 

[0023] FIG. 9 is a How diagram illustrating a method of 
the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

[0024] The embodiments of the invention and the various 
features and advantageous details thereof are explained 
more fully With reference to the non-limiting embodiments 
that are illustrated in the accompanying draWings and 
detailed in the folloWing description. It should be noted that 
the features illustrated in the draWings are not necessarily 
draWn to scale. Descriptions of Well-known components and 
processing techniques are omitted so as to not unnecessarily 
obscure the embodiments of the invention. The examples 
used herein are intended merely to facilitate an understand 
ing of Ways in Which the embodiments of the invention may 
be practiced and to further enable those of skill in the art to 
practice the embodiments of the invention. Accordingly, the 
examples should not be construed as limiting the scope of 
the invention. 

[0025] Embodiments of the invention describe a means of 
developing a system of generic transactors and inference 
rules such that simulation testbenches may be automatically 
generated, as Well as algorithms to solve speci?c challenges 
associated With this generation. Embodiments of the inven 
tion relate generically to bit-sliced datapath systems con 
sisting of a set of ASIC Macros (also referred to herein as 
“cores”) interconnected into a series of bit-sliced pipeline 
stages of arbitrary datapath Width. Such systems may 
include multiple serial i/o channels, clock domain crossing 
FIFO macros, and protocol logic macros. In general, such a 
subsystem may contain a collection of n pipeline stages, 
Where each of the n pipeline stages is Cn channels Wide. 
Each of the Cn channels of stage n generically has an input 
data Width of Wnin and an output data Width of WnOut, and 
performs Wnin:WnOut multiplexing or demultiplexing of the 
datapath. The overall datapath Width at the input of the stage 
is Wnin=Cn><Wnin and the overall datapath Width at the 
output of the stage is WnOut=Cn><WnOut. Note the constraint 
that the number of channels on the output of a stage Cnout, 
and the corresponding datapath Width at the output of a stage 
Wnout is alWays equal to the number of channels on the input 
of the next stage C(n+l)in, and the corresponding datapath 
Width at the input of the next stage W(n+l)in. HoWever, also 
note that generic application of embodiments of the inven 
tion requires the folloWing characteristics of the target 
system remain unrestricted: 

[0026] First, the order of the interconnection of channels 
from one pipeline stage to the next cannot be assumed and 
is determined by the algorithms of embodiments of the 
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invention. An example of a reason Why the channel ordering 
may vary is so that the target con?guration achieves a bit 
ordering on the pins of the chip package that simpli?es 
layout of interconnections to other chips on the circuit board. 

[0027] Second, although the number of input and output 
channels of a given pipeline stage (Cnin and Cnout) is 
generally equal, this is not universally true since the core for 
a protocol layer may add additional control/status channels. 
Such channels are dependent on the protocol speci?cation 
and may exist for loWer layers of the protocol but not for 
higher layers of the protocol. 

[0028] Since many protocols use encoding schemes to 
ensure data transitions on the serial data signals (examples 
of Which include 8bl0b and 64b66b encoding), it cannot be 
assumed that the input and output data Width of a channel 
(Wnin and Wnout ) are related by a poWer of 2. 

[0029] A high-level diagram of an example of such a 
system consisting of n=3 pipeline stages is shoWn in FIG. 1. 
This diagram illustrates datapaths propagating through the 
pipeline stages, and notes that pipeline stages generally 
include control and/or status signals used to con?gure the 
system. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the folloWing terminology 
applies: 
[0030] Inboard signals are datapath logic signal intercon 
nections of the uppermost protocol layer in the target system 
to/from other logic on the chip. Outboard signals are data 
path logic signal interconnections of the loWermost layer in 
the target system. Generally these signals are serial data 
signals connecting to/from chip i/o. HoWever, embodiments 
of the invention do not rule out the possibility of the 
loWermost layer of the target system connecting to addi 
tional on-chip pipeline stages Which Were not included in the 
automated generation of the target system. 

[0031] RaW data is the unencoded data on the inboard 
datapath connection to the target system. Encoded data is the 
data that is encoded on the outboard datapath connection to 
the target system. Encoding is dependent on the protocol 
implemented by the target system, and may consist of 
embedding the data Within a protocol (packet protocol, 
Sonet protocol, etc.), and/or may include altering the data 
bits using an encoding scheme (such as 8bl0b coding, 
scrambling, etc.). 
[0032] The egress datapath is the datapath through the 
pipeline stages of the target system Which ?oWs from 
inboard signals to outboard signals. The ingress datapath is 
the datapath through the pipeline stages of the target system 
Which ?oWs from outboard signals to inboard signals. Data 
path systems generally include both an egress and an ingress 
datapath, hoWever this is not universally true. 

[0033] Given a means of automated generation and Wiring 
of a datapath system as Was described in US. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/709,528, many arbitrarily system 
con?gurations may result. Examples are shoWn in FIG. 2. 
The datapath system Which is generated may consist of just 
one stage of HSS cores, as shoWn in FIG. 2(a), or may 
consist of HSS cores plus one or more layers of protocol 
cores as shoWn in FIGS. 2(b) and 2(0). Also, embodiments 
of the invention alloW for datapath systems Which may 
include just protocol layers and exclude the HSS cores, as 
shoWn in FIG. 2(d). In addition, alternate choices are avail 
able for each of the pipeline stages in terms of the protocol 
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being implemented, the multiplexor/demultiplexor ratios 
selected, and the order of interconnection betWeen stages. 

[0034] The general approach for simulation of such sub 
systems is to develop transactors for each interface of 
interest. This includes: 

[0035] a transactor to drive data to the inboard interface to 
the uppermost protocol layer of the egress datapath; 

[0036] a transactor to check encoded serial data for the 
outboard output of the egress datapath; 

[0037] a transactor to drive encoded serial data to the 
outboard input of the ingress datapath; 

[0038] a transactor to check the inboard data output of the 
uppermost protocol layer of the ingress datapath; and 

[0039] a sideband transactor Which sets values for various 
control signals to the various pipeline stages of the system 
in order to precondition the datapath for the simulation. 
(Such precondition may include asserting values to various 
input ports of the system, and/or may include Writing control 
registers Within the system.) 

[0040] Assuming the ASIC cores Within the system con 
?guration have been veri?ed prior to release, the require 
ments for simulation testcases are limited to testing the 
interconnections betWeen the cores. Given all of the options, 
hoWever, the transactors described above are generally Writ 
ten uniquely for the system con?guration being tested. 
Writing a set of transactors for each supported system 
con?guration, and selecting from these transactors based on 
the system con?guration, Would be one trivial approach 
(albeit an expensive approach) for solving the problem of 
providing testbenches for the generated datapath sub 
systems. It is desirable to ?nd a more cost-ef?cient means of 
Writing a set of transactors that can then be extended to cover 
a range of system con?gurations through automated means. 

[0041] Thus, embodiments of the invention describe a 
cost-e?icient means of Writing such a set of transactors and 
extending these for arbitrary system con?gurations With the 
goal of providing connectivity testing of arbitrary system 
con?gurations. 

[0042] Embodiments of the invention may be part of a 
softWare system as described in US. patent application Ser. 
No. 10/709,528, Which facilitates automatic generation of a 
subsystem netlist for a datapath system. Embodiments of the 
invention build a simulation testbench and stimulus/expect 
vectors for the subsystem so as to test connectivity of the 
subsystem. Such a softWare implementation of embodiments 
of the invention Would additionally have to provide the 
folloWing functionality: an internal database representation 
of the cores, pins, and nets comprising the design of the 
subsystem; signal tracing functionality through the database; 
a database of attributes and transactors associated With the 
cores used in the subsystem; and output Writer routines 
capable of Writing testbench VHDL or Verilog ?les, and 
stimulus/expect ?les. 

[0043] Accordingly, embodiments of the invention pro 
vides a method for generating simulation testbenches for 
various system con?gurations given a database containing 
one set of testbench transactors per supported core (rather 
than per supported system con?guration). By requiring a set 
of transactors per core rather than per con?guration, this 
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reduces the problem of Writing testbench transactors from an 
order N2 problem to an order N problem. This is facilitated 
by mapping the datapath from one pipeline stage through 
subsequent pipeline stages to primary input/output ports of 
the system. 

[0044] In order to facilitate generation of a simulation 
testbench, there are a set of datapath transactors for each 
type of core Which may be used to implement a pipeline 
stage of the datapath system. As illustrated in FIG. 3, given 
a Pipeline Stage #N Which is implemented by cores of a 
given type, there is a set of datapath transactors associated 
With this set of cores. For example, there Would be one set 
of transactors associated With HSS cores, another set for 
XAUI protocol cores, another set associated With PCI 
Express PHY layer cores, another set associated With PCI 
Express Protocol stack cores, etc. This set of transactors 
includes four distinct transactors as shoWn in FIG. 3: a raW 
data egress transactor (also referred herein as “REX” or 
“?rst transactor”); an encoded data egress transactor (also 
referred herein as “EEX” or “second transactor”); an 
encoded data ingress transactor (also referred herein as 
“EIX” or “third transactor”); and a raW data ingress trans 
actor (also referred herein as “RIX” or “fourth transactor”). 

[0045] More speci?cally, the raW data egress transactor 
generates raW data into the inboard egress datapath input of 
the core; and the encoded data egress transactor checks 
encoded data on the outboard egress datapath output of the 
core. Furthermore, the encoded data ingress transactor gen 
erates encoded data into the outboard ingress datapath input 
of the core; and the raW data ingress transactor checks raW 
data on the inboard ingress datapath output of the core. 

[0046] If the target system con?guration Were to include 
only Pipeline Stage #N then the problem to be solved Would 
degenerate into a trivial case, and any such set of transactors 
Would be suf?cient to verify the target datapath system. 
HoWever, in order to support extensibility of these transac 
tors to generate/check system data given intervening pipe 
line stages, additional requirements are de?ned to guide 
construction of these transactors. When transactors designed 
to these requirements are combined With other algorithms of 
embodiments of the invention, these transactors may be used 
in any system containing the corresponding core type, even 
if additional pipeline stages including loWer layers of pro 
tocol are included in the system. In the folloWing, references 
to the “target core” indicate the core for Which the transactor 
set Was Written; and references to “target system” refer to a 
system containing the target core and arbitrary additional 
pipeline stages. 

[0047] As discussed above, the raW data egress transactor 
(REX) generates raW data on the inboard side of the egress 
datapath. This transactor includes: generating data and hand 
shake logic. More speci?cally, this transactor generates raW 
data based on an embedded algorithm or embedded stimu 
lus. A pseudo-random pattern generator Would be an 
example of an embedded algorithm that could be used to 
generate data. Also, if there are protocol requirements that 
are expected by the target core to have been inserted at a 
higher protocol layer, then the generation algorithm pro 
duces stimulus that is consistent With these requirements. 
Furthermore, the generation algorithm includes a training 
pattern Which Will be recogniZable to the encoded data 
egress transactor (EEX), and is sent for a suf?ciently long 
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period at the beginning of the simulation such that the EEX 
transactor Will recognize this pattern after the target system 
?nishes initialization. Alternatively, the training pattern may 
be sent at regular intervals throughout the simulation With 
the expectation that the EEX transactor Will recogniZe the 
?rst occurrence of this pattern once the target system ?nishes 
initialization. 

[0048] With regards to handshake logic, if the inboard 
egress datapath interface into the target core requires 
exchange of handshake signals With a higher layer of 
processing, then this handshake is be implemented by the 
REX transactor in a valid manner. 

[0049] There is a one-to-one mapping of ports on the REX 
transactor to pins on the inboard egress datapath interface 
into the target core. Tracing algorithms Will trace these pins 
of the core to input/output ports of the system, and the 
simulation testbench is built by connecting these ports to the 
corresponding ports on the transactor instantiation. 

[0050] As described above, the encoded data egress trans 
actor (EEX) checks that the encoded data on the outboard 
egress datapath output of the target core corresponds to the 
expected raW data generated by the REX transactor. The data 
How for this transactor as used by embodiments of the 
invention is shoWn in FIG. 4. Implementation of this How is 
provided in order to alloW for intervening pipeline stages in 
the target system con?guration. These transactor data How 
stages comprise unmapping serial data, removing protocol, 
data pattern training, and data pattern checking. 

[0051] For unmapping serial data, the outboard egress 
datapath of the target system is connected to the data input 
of this transactor. The transactor unmaps the serialiZed data 
in a parameteriZed fashion such that it is scalable to the data 
Width of the encoded data. This scalability accounts for any 
serialization of data that may have occurred due to inter 
vening pipeline stages Which may or may not be present in 
the target system. The folloWing describes the implementa 
tion of this requirement in embodiments of the invention: 

[0052] Assuming the folloWing parameters are supplied to 
the transactor: 

Win=the Width of the datapath for the target system 

cumulativeicycles=the cumulative cycles associated 
With the datapath for the target system (de?ned later in 
this disclosure) 

Wcore=Win><cumulateicycles 

[0053] Each pin on the egress datapath output of the target 
core Will have an associated mapping position Which is 
speci?c to the target system. Generation of this mapping is 
described more fully beloW. The mapping position is tWo 
dimensional, With both spatial and temporal coordinates. 
The input to the transactor reverses this mapping using the 
folloWing algorithm, Where the egress_data_input comes 
from the outboard system output ports for the egress data 
path, and the demultiplexed_data register contains the 
reverse-mapped data used by the next EEX transactor stage: 

/* Algorithm for unmapping the egress data */ 
input [ Win — l : 0 ] egressidataiinput; 
reg [0 : cumulativeicycles — l ] egressidata [ Win — l : 0 ]; 
reg [ Wcore — l : 0 ] demultiplexedidata; 
reg [0 : cumulativeicycles — l ] positionitimeipair [ Win — l : 0 ] 
members p, t; 
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-continued 

alWays @(posedge bitirateiclock or reseticapture) begin 
if (reseticapture == ‘l’) then 

cycleicount = 0; 
else 

egressidata[ cycleicount ] = egressidataiinput; 
cycleicount = (cycleicount + l) modulo cumulativeicycles; 

end if; 
end alWays; 
alWays @(posedge xactoriclock) begin 
fori=Oto(Win— l)begin 

for] = 0 to ( cumulativeicycles — l ) begin 
k = positionitimeipairp ] [ i ] — l; 
demultiplexedidata[ k ] = egressidata[ j ] [ i ]; 

end for; 
end for; 
pulse reseticapture; 

end alWays; 

[0054] After data is unmapped to reverse any serialiZation, 
the EEX transactor removes any protocol encoding that Was 
inserted by the target core. This includes decoding any 
encoding schemes such as 8bl0b code, 64b66b code, scram 
bling, etc. It also includes removing protocol overhead such 
as packet headers, trailers, idles, skips, etc. that Was inserted 
by the target core. The output of this stage of the EEX 
transactor is equivalent to the inboard raW data input to the 
target core. Implementation of this transactor stage is appli 
cation-speci?c based on the design of the target core. 

[0055] The protocol overhead and encoding are checked 
only to the extent required to satisfy the goal of connectivity 
testing of the system. Connectivity test of the datapath is 
primarily accomplished by the subsequent comparison of the 
raW data stream to expected data. OtherWise, protocol over 
head is simply discarded by this stage. 

[0056] With regards to data pattern training, in order to 
ensure operation independent of the latency of the target 
system, a training stage is included in the EEX transactor. 
This stage searches the data for a recogniZable data pattern 
that is sent repeatedly by the REX transactor. The algorithm 
for this stage is as folloWs for embodiments of the invention: 

/* Algorithm for Data Training */ 
input [ Wcore — l : 0 ] raWidata; 
constant trainingidepth = { length of training pattern }; 
constant [ trainingidepth — l : 0 ] trainingidata [ Wcore — l : 0 ] = 
{expected training pattern}; 
reg trainingistate = 0 

reg trainingicomplete = noticomplete; 
alWays @(posedge xactoriclock) begin 

if ( trainingicomplete == noticomplete ) then 
if ( raWidata == trainingidata[trainingistate] ) then 

trainingistate = trainingistate + 1; 
else 

if ( raWidata == training_data[0] ) then 
trainingistate = 1; 

else 
trainingistate = 0; 

end if; 
end if; 
if ( trainingistate == trainingidepth ) then 

trainingicomplete = complete; 
end if; 

end if; 
end alWays; 
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[0057] The algorithm allows for an arbitrary depth for the 
expected training pattern, thereby allowing for incoming 
data to be searched for a suf?ciently long pattern to ensure 
aliasing does not occur. 

[0058] For checking data pattern, the raw data is checked 
to determine whether it matches the expected data. Expected 
data is determined in a similar manner as was used to 
generate stimulus data by the REX transactor. Data is only 
checked once the previous stage has set the training_com 
plete ?ag. 
[0059] As discussed above, the encoded data ingress trans 
actor (EIX) generates encoded data on the outboard side of 
the ingress datapath input of the target core. The data ?ow 
for this transactor as used by embodiments of the invention 
is shown in FIG. 5. Implementation of this ?ow is provided 
in order to allow for intervening pipeline stages in the target 
system con?guration. These transactor data ?ow stages 
comprise generating data, inserting protocol, and mapping 
serial data. 

[0060] First, the EIX transactor generates raw data based 
on an embedded algorithm or embedded stimulus. A pseudo 
random pattern generator would be an example of an embed 
ded algorithm that could be used to generate data. Also, the 
generation algorithm includes a training pattern which will 
be recognizable to the raw data ingress transactor (RIX), and 
is sent for a sufficiently long period at the beginning of the 
simulation such that the RIX transactor will recognize this 
pattern after the target system ?nishes initialization. Alter 
natively, the training pattern may be sent at regular intervals 
throughout the simulation with the expectation that the RIX 
transactor will recognize the ?rst occurrence of this pattern 
once the target system ?nishes initialization. 

[0061] Second, the EIX transactor implements a suf?cient 
level of protocol such that the target core will be able to 
receive the ingress data without errors. This includes encod 
ing data with 8bl0b code, 64b66b code, scrambling, etc., if 
applicable. It also includes adding protocol overhead such as 
packet headers, trailers, idles, skips, etc. that are expected by 
the target core. Implementation of this transactor stage is 
application-speci?c based on the design of the target core. 

[0062] Third, the data output of the EIX transactor is 
connected to the outboard ingress datapath of the target 
system. The transactor maps the serialized data in a param 
eterized fashion such that it is scalable to the data width of 
the encoded data. This scalability accounts for any deseri 
alization of data that may occur due to intervening pipeline 
stages which may or may not be present in the target system. 
The following describes the implementation of this require 
ment in embodiments of the invention: 

[0063] Assuming the following parameters are supplied to 
the transactor: 

Win=the width of the datapath for the target system 

cumulativeicycles=the cumulative cycles associated 
with the datapath for the target system (de?ned later in 
this disclosure) 

Wcore= Wmxcumulateicycles 

[0064] Each pin on the ingress datapath input of the target 
core will have an associated mapping position which is 
speci?c to the target system. Generation of this mapping is 
described below. The mapping position is two-dimensional, 
with both spatial and temporal coordinates. The output of the 
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transactor implements this mapping using the following 
algorithm, where the demultiplexed_data register contains 
unmapped data from the previous stage of the EIX transac 
tor, and the ingress_data_output is connected to the system 
input ports for the outboard ports of the ingress data path: 

/* Algorithm for mapping the ingress data */ 
output [ Win — l : 0 ] ingressidataioutput; 
reg [0 : cumulativeicycles — l ] ingressidata [ Win — l : 0 ]; 
reg [ Wcore — l : 0 ] demultiplexedidata; 
reg [0 : cumulativeicycles — l ] positionitimeipair [ Win — l : 0 ] 
members p, t; 
always @(posedge xactoriclock) begin 
fori=Oto(Win— l)begin 

for] = 0 to ( cumulativeicycles — l ) begin 
k = positionitimeipairp ] [ i ] — l; 
ingressidata[ j ] [ i ] = demultiplexedidata[ k ]; 

end for; 
end for; 
pulse resetilaunch; 

end always; 
always @(posedge bitirateiclock or resetilaunch) begin 

if (resetilaunch == ‘l’) then 
cycleicount = 0; 

else 
ingressidataioutput = ingressidata[ cycleicount ]; 
cycleicount = (cycleicount + l) modulo SFin; 

end if; 
end always; 

[0065] As described above, the raw data ingress transactor 
(RIX) checks raw data on the inboard side of the ingress 
datapath. The data ?ow for this transactor as used by the 
preferred embodiment of this invention is shown in FIG. 6. 

[0066] There is a one-to-one mapping of ports on the RIX 
transactor to pins on the inboard ingress datapath interface 
into the target core. Tracing algorithms will trace these pins 
of the core to input/output ports of the system, and the 
simulation testbench is built by connecting these ports to the 
corresponding ports on the transactor instantiation. Data 
?ow stages of the RIX transactor include: handshake logic, 
data pattern training, and data pattern checking. 

[0067] First, if the inboard ingress datapath interface from 
the target core requires exchange of handshake signals with 
a higher layer of processing, then this handshake is imple 
mented by the RIX transactor in a valid manner. 

[0068] Second, in order to ensure operation independent 
of the latency of the target system, a training stage is 
provided in the RIX transactor. This stage searches the data 
for a recognizable data pattern that is sent repeatedly by the 
EIX transactor. The algorithm for this stage is as follows for 
embodiments of the invention: 

/* Algorithm for Data Training */ 
input [ Wcore — l : 0 ] rawidata; 
constant trainingidepth = { length of training pattern }; 
constant [ trainingidepth — l : 0 ] trainingidata [ Wcore — l : 0 ] = 

{expected training pattern}; 
reg trainingistate = O; 
reg trainingicomplete = noticomplete; 
always @(posedge xactoriclock) begin 

if ( trainingicomplete == noticomplete ) then 
if ( rawidata == trainingidata[trainingistate] ) then 

trainingistate = trainingistate + l; 
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-continued 

else 
if ( rawidata == trainingfdata[0] ) then 

trainingistate = 1; 
else 

trainingistate = 0; 
end if; 

end if; 
if ( trainingistate == trainingidepth ) then 

trainingicornplete = complete; 
end if; 

end if; 
end always; 

The algorithm allows for an arbitrary depth for the expected 
training pattern, thereby allowing for incoming data to be 
searched for a su?iciently long pattern to ensure aliasing 
does not occur. 

[0069] Third, the raw data is checked to determine 
whether it matches the expected data. Expected data is 
determined in a similar manner as was used to generate 
stimulus data by the EIX transactor. Data is only checked 
once the previous stage has set the training_complete ?ag. 

[0070] The REX and RIX transactors for a given target 
core have a one-to-one mapping of transactor ports to pins 
on the egress and ingress (respectively) inboard datapath 
interfaces of the target core. The EEX and EIX transactors 
for the target core have a similar relationship to the egress 
and ingress (respectively) outboard datapath interfaces of 
the target core, but with scalability to account for serializa 
tion/deserialiZation of data occurring in intervening pipeline 
stages. If there is one instance of the target core in the 
pipeline stage, then there is one corresponding instance of 
each of the associated REX, RIX, EEX, and EIX transactors 
in the simulation testbench for the system. 

[0071] In the event the pipeline stage consists of n 
instances of the target core, each implementing a bit-slice of 
the egress and/ or ingress datapath, then the simulation 
testbench will contain n instances of each of the REX, RIX, 
EEX, and EIX transactors corresponding to the target core. 
Operation of each of these bit slices is independent unless 
provisions have been made in the transactor design to 
coordinate multiple bit slices. Such coordination, if it exists, 
is implemented as a set of ports on the transactor in 
embodiments of the invention. Such port connections are 
daisy-chained from each transactor instance to the transactor 
instances associated with adjacent bit-slices. Detailed de? 
nition of the functionality of this interface is dependent on 
the application being implemented by the target core. 

[0072] The size of the bit-slice for purposes of transactor 
functionality is de?ned by the width of the bit-slice for the 
target core corresponding to the set of transactors being 
used. The algorithm for selecting which pipeline stage 
controls the selection of transactors is described below. This 
bit-slice de?nition is independent of the bit-slice width for 
any intervening pipeline stages between the pipeline stage 
containing the target core and the outboard interface of the 
target system. In general, each pipeline stage may use cores 
which have a dissimilar bit-slice width. The Unmap Serial 
Data stage of the EEX transactor and the Map Serial Data 
stage of the EIX transactor reconstruct correspondence of 
datapath signals to the target core pins regardless of the 
bit-slice width used by intervening pipeline stages. 
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[0073] As discussed above, each potential target core has 
an associated set of transactors which include a REX, EEX, 
EIX, and RIX transactor. These transactors were constructed 
such that: the REX and RIX transactors are assumed to 
connect directly to the egress and ingress (respectively) 
inboard interfaces of the target core; and the EEX and EIX 
transactors are assumed to connect to the egress and ingress 
(respectively) outboard interfaces of the target system, with 
arbitrary intervening pipeline stages between the transactors 
and the target core. 

[0074] If the target system contains multiple pipeline 
stages, then the transactor database contains a set of REX, 
EEX, EIX, and RIX transactors for each type of core used 
in the system. Only one set of transactors should be selected 
for inclusion in the simulation testbench. As is consistent 
with the manner in which transactor requirements were 
constructed, the set of transactors corresponding to the cores 
used in the highest protocol layer (i.e. the most inboard 
pipeline stage) should be selected. The REX and RIX 
transactor inputs and outputs correspond directly to pins on 
the target cores of this pipeline stage. Connections for the 
EEX and EIX transactors are determined by tracing from the 
target core pins, through intervening pipeline stages, and to 
input/output ports of the target system using the remapping 
algorithms described below. 

[0075] Although the above descriptions of transactors, 
including descriptions of scaling and selection, have 
assumed each core implements both an ingress and an egress 
datapath, this is not universally true. Some cores only 
support an egress datapath and only have an associated REX 
and EEX transactor; some cores only support an ingress 
datapath and only have an associated EIX and RIX trans 
actor. To handle such partitioning of function, embodiments 
of the invention make an independent selection of transac 
tors for the egress and ingress datapath. 

[0076] As discussed above, the set of transactors corre 
sponding to the cores used for one of the pipeline stages of 
the system is selected as the basis for generating the simu 
lation testbench. One set of transactors is provided per core, 
rather than one set of transactors per potential system 
con?guration. This is facilitated by mapping the datapath 
from one pipeline stage through subsequent pipeline stages 
to primary input/output ports of the system. Such mapping 
is determined for the speci?c con?guration of the target 
system for a number of reasons. First, the order of the 
interconnection of channels from one pipeline stage to the 
next cannot be assumed and is determined by the algorithms 
of embodiments of the invention. Second, the presence/ 
absence of intervening pipeline stages cannot be assumed 
and is determined by the algorithms of the disclosed inven 
tion. Third, since intervening pipeline stages perform seri 
aliZation/deserialiZation of the data, algorithms of embodi 
ments of the invention perform mapping using both spatial 
and temporal coordinates. 

[0077] Such functionality involves certain parameters to 
be associated with the various cores which may be encoun 
tered in these intervening pipeline stages, and involves use 
of remapping algorithms, both of which are described below. 

[0078] Scale Factor and Input Cycles are parameters asso 
ciated with each type of core which may be used in an 
intervening pipeline stage. Each core has an associated Scale 
Factor corresponding to the scaling of stimulus vectors 
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through the core. A Scale Factor of N indicates that for every 
cycle Which occurs on the datapath interface on the inboard 
(raW data) side of the core, N cycles occur on the datapath 
interface on the outboard (encoded data) side of the core. 
Generally, N is not assumed to be constrained to be an 
integer. Input Cycles is the minimum value integer such that 
Scale Factor><Input Cycles is an integer value. If Scale 
Factor is an integer, then Input Cycles is equal to l. 

[0079] Pin Map and Time Index are parameters associated 
With each pin (input or output) of the inboard (raW data) 
datapath on the core. The Pin Map parameter is a pointer to 
a corresponding pin on the outboard (encoded data) datapath 
of the core. If the inboard datapath pin is an input pin, then 
the Pin Map parameter indicates the output pin of the 
outboard datapath to Which the data is driven. If the inboard 
datapath pin is an output pin, then the Pin Map parameter 
indicates the input pin of the outboard datapath from Which 
data originated. The Pin Map parameter is independent of 
any pipeline latency introduced into the datapath by the core. 

[0080] The Time Index parameter is an integer in the range 
of l to Scale Factor indicating the temporal position of the 
data mapping. A given cycle on the inboard (raW data) 
interface to/ from the core corresponds to Scale Factor cycles 
of the outboard (encoded data) interface. Pins With Time 
Index=l are temporally associated With the ?rst cycle on the 
outboard datapath; pins With Time Index=2 are associated 
With the second cycle, and so forth. 

[0081] FIG. 7 illustrates these parameters for the example 
of a 4 input multiplexor function Which bit-Wise maps the 
inputs to 2 output pins. There are tWo clock cycles on the 
output for every clock cycle on the input of this example, 
and therefore the Scale Factor for this core is 2. The Pin Map 
attributes for Din[1:0] map to Dout[1:0] respectively, and 
have Time Index equal to 1, indicating that during the ?rst 
of the tWo clock cycles, the data on Din[1:0] Will map to 
Dout[1:0]. The Pin Map attributes for Din[3:2] similarly 
map to D[1:0], but With Time Index equal to 2, indicating 
that Din[3:2] maps to Dout[1:0] during the second of the tWo 
clock cycles. 

[0082] Assuming that N cycles of data have been mapped 
to the Din[3:0] pins of this example (rather than just one 
cycle of data), if there are N cycles being considered on the 
inboard datapath, then this corresponds 2N cycles on the 
outboard datapath in this example. Generically, there are 
Scale Factor><N cycles on the outboard datapath for every N 
cycles of the inboard datapath. Given a temporal position in 
the range of l to N for each bit of data on the inboard 
datapath pins, the Pin Map and Time Index parameters alloW 
these data bits to be mapped to a corresponding pin and 
temporal position in the range of l to Scale Factor><N on the 
outboard datapath pins. 

[0083] Generically, the Scale Factor parameter of the core 
might not be an integer, in Which case the Input Cycles 
parameter Will be greater than 1. In this case, there Will be 
N pairs of Pin Map and Time Index parameters associated 
With each pin of the inboard datapath, Where N is equal to 
the Input Cycles parameter value. 

[0084] As discussed above, embodiments of the invention 
utiliZe a remapping algorithm. Remapping starts at the 
outboard (encoded data) datapath pins for the pipeline stage 
corresponding to the highest layer of the protocol (i.e. the 
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pipeline stage and corresponding core type controlling the 
transactor selection). Data on these datapath pins are repre 
sented as bit position and time slice coordinates, Which are 
referred to as “position/time pairs”. 

[0085] Remapping then progresses through each pipeline 
stage moving from the inboard datapath to the outboard 
datapath of each stage. The remapping algorithm translates 
each position/time pair on each of the inboard datapath pins 
to a corresponding position/time pair on one of the outboard 
datapath pins. This remapping progresses, stage by stage, 
until primary input/output ports of the subsystem corre 
sponding to the encoded data datapath inputs/outputs are 
reached. Remapping occurs from inboard to outboard data 
path of each pipeline stage for both the ingress and egress 
datapaths. The Remapping Algorithm used to perform this 
remapping function is as folloWs: 

/* Remapping Algorithm */ 
for pipelineistage p = 2 to n begin /* from raW data to encoded data 
starting at outboard datapath of ?rst stage */ 

for each inboard pin i on p begin 
for each positionitimeipair j on inboard pin i begin 

newipairposition = j.position; 
newipairtime = l + ( i.timeiindex — l) + ( (_i.time — l) x 
p.scaleifactor ); 
outboard pin k = i.mappedipin; 
add neWipair to list of positionitimeipairs for outboard pin k; 

end for; 
end for; 

end for; /* algorithm is executed for each of ingress and egress paths */ 

The example shoWn in FIG. 8 is used to illustrate this 
algorithm. Assuming that initially, the Din(0:3) input pins of 
the leftmost stage have the folloWing position/time pairs 
assigned: 

1); Din(3)=(p=4,z=1). 

The position/time pairs are mapped through the ?rst pipeline 
stage to the folloWing position/time pairs on the Dx(0:1) 
signals: 

In a corresponding manner, the position/time pairs on 
Dx(0:1) are mapped to the folloWing position/time pairs on 
the Dy(0:1) signals: 

Finally, the position/time pairs on Dy(0:1) are mapped to the 
folloWing position/time pairs on the Dout(0) signal: 

[0086] Position/time pairs are initially assigned to the 
outboard datapath of the ?rst pipeline stage. Position/time 
pairs for a su?icient number of cycles are assigned such that 
the number of cycles of position/time pairs at the inboard 
datapath interface to each subsequent pipeline stage is 
evenly divisible by the Input Cycles parameter for that stage. 
The folloWing algorithm searches until the appropriate num 
ber of cycles for this initial assignment is found. 
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/* Algorithm to determine number of cycles of position/time 
pairs for initial assignment. */ 
initialicycles = 0; 
do begin 
foundi?ag = found? ; 

initialicycles = initialicycles + 1; 
cumulativeicycles = initialicycles; 
for pipeline stage p = 2 to numberiofistages begin 

i = cumulativeicycles / p.inputicycles; 
ifi is not an integer then 
foundi?ag = notifound; 
break out of for loop; 

end if; 
cumulativeicycles = cumulativeicycles x p.scaleifactor; 

end for; 
repeat while foundi?ag == notifound; 
/* value of initialicycles upon loop exit is used for initial position/time 
pair assignment. */ 

The ?nal value of cumulative_cycles determined by this 
algorithm is used by the Unmap Serial Data algorithm of the 
EEX transactor, and the Map Serial Data algorithm of the 
EIX transactor as described above. 

[0087] Given the value of initial_cycles calculated by the 
above algorithm, position/time pairs are assigned to the 
outboard datapath pins of the ?rst pipeline stage using the 
following algorithm: 

/* Algorithm to perform initial assignment of position/time pairs. */ 
reg [ dataiwidth — 1 : 0 ] outboardidatapath ; /* outboard datapath pins 
of ?rst stage */ 
for cycle t = 1 to initialicycles begin 

for bit index j = 1 to dataiwidth begin 
pin i = outboardidatapath [ j ] ; 
newipairposition = (j — 1 ) + ( dataiwidth x ( t — 1 ) ); 
newipairtimeislice = t ; 

add newipair to list of positionitimeipairs for pin i ; 
end for; 

end for; 

After execution of these algorithms, a total of time_slice 
times data_width position/time pairs will have been assigned 
to the outboard datapath pins of the ?rst pipeline stage. 
These position/time pairs are then propagated through other 
pipeline stages using the Remapping Algorithm described 
previously. 
[0088] The set of position_time_pairs which is calculated 
by this algorithm is used to initialize the position_time_pairs 
registers de?ned in the descriptions of the Unmap Serial 
Data algorithm of the EEX transactor, and the Map Serial 
Data algorithm of the EIX transactor. 

[0089] As discussed above, as part of the initialization 
sequence of the simulation testcase, various control pins are 
set on the various cores of the system such that the correct 
modes of operation are selected and the datapath is sensi 
tized. However, the means by which values can be asserted 
on these pins is dependent on the exact system con?guration. 
In some cases the pins will be connected to primary input 
ports of the system netlist, while in other cases these pins 
connect to control registers which are written by a transactor 
through a register interface. It is also possible that the pins 
have been tied within the netlist such that no action is 
required in the simulation testbench. 
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[0090] In order to sensitize pins appropriately, parameters 
are de?ned for the cores used in the system, and for pins on 
those cores, which identify the control signals and control 
values to be asserted in the simulation. Pin connections are 
traced through the netlist to determine corresponding pri 
mary input ports, control register bits, or tie values, and 
appropriate actions are taken. 

[0091] In some cases the stimulus value to which the pin 
is sensitized is dependent on other cores used within the 
subsystem. Therefore, override parameters are required 
which allow the presence of a core within the system to 
specify the stimulus value for a control pin on another core. 

[0092] Additionally, there may be control pins which 
require connection to transactors, but are not part of the 
datapath. Parameters are provided to identify such pins. Pins 
are traced to primary input or output ports of the system, and 
are connected to the appropriate ports of the corresponding 
transactor. If pins cannot be traced to system ports then an 
error has occurred. 

[0093] The following parameters are de?ned for each core 
pin which includes speci?c stimulus values in order for 
simulation to function properly: ?rst, the control_value 
parameter comprises logic value to which pin is tied for 
proper operation of the simulation. Second, the xactor_pin 
_map parameter comprises speci?cation of a transactor pin 
to which the core pin is connected for proper operation of the 
simulation. 

[0094] A override_spec parameter may also be attached to 
a core used in the system. This speci?es a core cell name, pin 
on that core, and logic value or transactor pin map. The 
override speci?cation is only applied if the core to which the 
override speci?cation is attached is instantiated in the target 
system, and the core which is named by the override_spec 
is also instantiated in the target system. If both cores are 
present, then the logic value and/or transactor pin map 
speci?ed by the override speci?cation take precedence over 
any pin parameters. 

[0095] Core pins for which any of the above parameters 
are de?ned are traced to control points, and the appropriate 
action is taken. The following actions are taken for each pin 
for which a control_value is speci?ed, based on the trace 
results: ?rst, if the pin connection is traced to a primary input 
port, then this system port is tied to the appropriate value in 
the simulation testbench. Second, if the pin connection is 
traced to a control register, then the register address, bit 
position, and value are provided to a register interface 
transactor, which will write the appropriate value to this 
control register at the beginning of the simulation. Third, if 
the pin connection is traced to a tie value, then the tie value 
is checked to ensure it is consistent with the requirements of 
the simulation. If it is not consistent, then an error is 
generated; otherwise no further action is required. 

[0096] The following actions are taken for each pin for 
which a xactor_pin_map is speci?ed, based on the trace 
results: if the pin connection is traced to a primary input or 
output port, then connect pin to speci?ed transactor pin. If 
the pin connection is traced to a control register or tie value, 
an error is generated. 

[0097] The above description generates errors if certain 
inconsistencies are encountered which prevent connections 
from being made. However, this does not represent a limi 
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tation on the algorithm. Embodiments of the invention are 
intended to build a simulation testbench for a target system 
con?guration that Was constructed in an automated fashion 
from a set of Wiring inference rules (as described in Us. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/709,528). In cases Where the 
testbench transactors require access to certain pins on the 
core, or require speci?c tie values for pins, such restrictions 
Would be accounted for by the Wiring inference rules for 
these pins. Therefore selection of incompatible con?gura 
tions Would not be alloWed by the Wiring inference rules, 
and systems Would never be generated for Which a testbench 
could not be constructed. The error cases ?agged by this 
algorithm therefore represent cases Where Wiring inference 
rules for the system have not been coded correctly. The 
actions as described above are executed by the folloWing 
algorithm: 
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checking data Within the datapath system and comprise a 
?rst transactor (REX), a second transactor (EEX), a third 
transactor (EIX) and a fourth transactor (RIX). 

[0099] More speci?cally, the method comprises providing 
the ?rst transactor for generating raW data on an input side 
of a ?rst datapath, Wherein the ?rst datapath is an egress 
datapath ?oWing from inboard inputs of the system to 
outboard outputs of the system. As discussed above, the ?rst 
transactor generates raW data based on an embedded algo 

rithm or embedded stimulus. Moreover, if the inboard egress 
datapath interface into the target core requires exchange of 
handshake signals With a higher layer of processing, then 
this handshake is implemented by the ?rst transactor in a 
valid manner. 

/* Algorithm to detennine appropriate control signal actions */ 
reg [ 0 : addressirange — l] registeribitimap [ regiifiWidth — l : 0 ] = all ‘0’; 
/* Start by setting overrides */ 
for pipeline stage p = numberiofistages doWnto l begin 

for each overrideispec de?ned for pipeline stage p begin 
if overrideispeccelliname exists then /* set override */ 

for each instance i of overrideispeccelliname begin 
set overrideispeccontrolivalue on overrideispecpininame on i ; 
set overrideispec.xactoripinimap on overrideispecpininame on i ; 

end for; 
end if; 

end for; 
end for; 
/* Trace pins With controlivalue parameters */ 
for each pin j for Which parameter controlivalue is de?ned begin 

control point k = trace back results from pinj ; 
if k is an input port then 

connect k to logic level speci?ed by j.controlivalue in testbench; 
elseifk is a control register then 

registeribitimap[ k.registeriaddress ] [ k.registeribitiposition ] = j.controlivalue ; 
elseifk is a tie point then 

if k.tieivalue != j.controlivalue then generate error; 
else /* all other trace results */ 

generate error; 
end if; 

end for; 
/* Trace pins With xactoripinimap parameters */ 
for each pin j for Which parameter xactoripinimap is de?ned begin 

control point k = trace results from pinj ; 
if k is an input or output port then 

connect k to transactor pin speci?ed by j.xactoripinimap in testbench; 
else /* all other trace results */ 

generate error; 
end if; 

end for; 

Implicit in this is the assumption that a transactor is included 
in the simulation testbench Which Writes registers in the 
simulation testbench. This transactor Writes all registers as 
part of the initialization sequence for the simulation testcase. 
The register_bit_map value resulting from the above algo 
rithm is an input to this testbench, and is used to determine 
the values to be Written to the registers. 

[0098] Thus, embodiments herein present a method for 
automated simulation testbench generation for serialiZer/ 
deserialiZer datapath systems. The method generates simu 
lation testbenches for verifying the connections betWeen 
cores of a datapath system by providing a database of 
transactors that are adaptable to arbitrary con?gurations of 
the datapath system. The transactors are for generating and 

[0100] The second transactor is provided for checking 
encoded data on an output side of the ?rst datapath. As 
discussed above, the data How stages for the second trans 
actor comprise: unmapping serial data, removing protocol, 
data pattern training, and checking data pattern. Next, the 
third transactor is provided for generating encoded data on 
an input side of a second datapath, Wherein the second 
datapath is an ingress datapath ?oWing from outboard inputs 
of the system to inboard outputs of the system. Also as 
discussed above, the data How stages for the third transactor 
comprise: generating data, inserting protocol, and mapping 
serial data. The fourth transactor for checking raW data on an 
output side of the second datapath. The data How stages for 
the fourth transactor comprise: handshake logic, data pattern 
training, and checking data pattern. 
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[0101] The method provides the database with a single set 
of transactors per core. By requiring a set of transactors per 
core rather than per con?guration, this reduces the problem 
of writing testbench transactors from an order N2 problem to 
an order N problem. As discussed above, this is facilitated by 
mapping the datapath from one pipeline stage through 
subsequent pipeline stages to primary input/output ports of 
the system. 

[0102] Next, the method automatically selects one set of 
transactors from the database for inclusion into the simula 
tion testbenches. As discussed above, and as is consistent 
with the manner in which transactor requirements were 
constructed, the set of transactors corresponding to the cores 
used in the highest protocol layer (i.e. the most inboard 
pipeline stage) should be selected. The ?rst transactor and 
fourth transactor inputs and outputs correspond directly to 
pins on the target cores of this pipeline stage. Connections 
for the second transactor and third transactor are determined 
by tracing from the target core pins, through intervening 
pipeline stages, and to input/output ports of the target system 
using the remapping algorithms. 

[0103] Following selection of a set of transactors, the 
method maps the ?rst datapath and the second datapath 
through the datapath system by interconnecting the selected 
set of transactors with the datapath system. Such mapping 
must be determined for the speci?c con?guration of the 
target system since the order of the interconnection of 
channels from one pipeline stage to the next cannot be 
assumed and must be determined by the algorithms dis 
cussed above. Moreover, the presence/absence of interven 
ing pipeline stages cannot be assumed and must be deter 
mined by such algorithms. 

[0104] The mapping comprises mapping the ?rst datapath 
and the second datapath independently of the data to be 
generated and checked by the transactors. In addition, the 
mapping comprises mapping the ?rst datapath and the 
second datapath with spatial coordinates, which maps the 
data from inboard datapath pins of the cores to outboard 
datapath pins of the cores. The ?rst datapath and the second 
datapath are also mapped with temporal coordinates, which 
maps the data into one of several clock cycles of the ?rst 
datapath and the second datapath. For example, as described 
above, the egress_data_input comes from the outboard sys 
tem output ports for the egress data path, and the demulti 
plexed_data register contains the reverse-mapped data used 
by the next EEX transactor stage. Moreover, the output of 
the transactor implements this mapping using the following 
algorithm, where the demultiplexed_data register contains 
unmapped data from the previous stage of the EIX transac 
tor, and the ingress_data_output is connected to the system 
input ports for the outboard ports of the ingress data path. 

[0105] The method further comprises setting control pins 
on the cores to facilitate propagation of the data through the 
cores of the datapath system. This comprises identifying 
control signals and control values to be asserted in the 
simulation testbenches. Next, the control pins are traced to 
an input port or a control register. As discussed above, 
various control pins are set on the various cores of the 
system such that the correct modes of operation are selected 
and the datapath is sensitiZed. However, the means by which 
values can be asserted on these pins is dependent on the 
exact system con?guration. In some cases the pins will be 
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connected to primary input ports of the system netlist, while 
in other cases these pins connect to control registers which 
must be written by a transactor through a register interface. 
It is also possible that the pins have been tied within the 
netlist such that no action is required in the simulation 
testbench. 

[0106] FIG. 9 illustrates a ?ow diagram of a method for 
automated simulation testbench generation for serialiZer/ 
deserialiZer datapath systems. In item 100, the method 
begins by providing a database of transactors. The transac 
tors are for generating and checking data within said data 
path system and are adaptable to arbitrary con?gurations of 
the datapath system. 

[0107] More speci?cally, in item 102, the method com 
prises providing a ?rst transactor (REX) for generating raw 
data on an input side of a ?rst datapath, wherein the ?rst 
datapath is an egress datapath ?owing from inboard inputs 
of the system to outboard outputs of the system. The ?rst 
transactor generates raw data based on an embedded algo 
rithm or embedded stimulus. In item 104, a second trans 
actor (EEX) is provided for checking encoded data on an 
output side of the ?rst datapath. As discussed above, the data 
?ow stages for the second transactor comprise: unmapping 
serial data, removing protocol, data pattern training, and 
checking data pattern. Next, in item 106, a third transactor 
(EIX) is provided for generating encoded data on an input 
side of a second datapath, wherein the second datapath is an 
ingress datapath ?owing from outboard inputs of the system 
to inboard outputs of the system. The data ?ow stages for the 
third transactor comprise: generating data, inserting proto 
col, and mapping serial data. In item 108, a fourth transactor 
(RIX) is provided for checking raw data on an output side of 
the second datapath. Also as discussed above, the data ?ow 
stages for the fourth transactor comprise: handshake logic, 
data pattern training, and checking data pattern. 

[0108] The method provides the database with a single set 
of transactors per core (item 109). By requiring a set of 
transactors per core rather than per con?guration, this 
reduces the problem of writing testbench transactors from an 
order N2 problem to an order N problem. As discussed 
above, this is facilitated by mapping the datapath from one 
pipeline stage through subsequent pipeline stages to primary 
input/output ports of the system. 

[0109] Subsequently, in item 110, the method automati 
cally selects one set of transactors from the database for 
inclusion into the simulation testbenches. As is consistent 
with the manner in which transactor requirements were 
constructed, the set of transactors corresponding to the cores 
used in the highest protocol layer (i.e. the most inboard 
pipeline stage) should be selected. 

[0110] Following selection of a set of transactors, the 
method maps the ?rst datapath and the second datapath 
through the datapath system by interconnecting the selected 
set of transactors with the datapath system (item 120). The 
mapping comprises mapping the ?rst datapath and the 
second datapath independently of the data to be generated 
and checked by the transactors. In addition, the mapping 
comprises mapping the ?rst datapath and the second data 
path with spatial coordinates, which maps the data from 
inboard datapath pins of the cores to outboard datapath pins 
of the cores. The ?rst datapath and the second datapath are 
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also mapped With temporal coordinates, Which maps the 
data into one of several clock cycles of the ?rst datapath and 
the second datapath. 

[0111] In item 130, the method further comprises setting 
control pins on the cores to facilitate propagation of the data 
through the cores of the datapath system. This comprises 
identifying control signals and control values to be asserted 
in the simulation testbenches. Next, in item 140, the control 
pins are traced to an input port or a control register. As 
discussed above, various control pins are set on the various 
cores of the system such that the correct modes of operation 
are selected and the datapath is sensitiZed. 

[0112] Accordingly, embodiments of the invention pro 
vides a method for generating simulation testbenches for 
various system con?gurations given a database containing 
one set of testbench transactors per supported core (rather 
than per supported system con?guration). By requiring a set 
of transactors per core rather than per con?guration, this 
reduces the problem of Writing testbench transactors from an 
order N2 problem to an order N problem. This is facilitated 
by mapping the datapath from one pipeline stage through 
subsequent pipeline stages to primary input/output ports of 
the system. 

[0113] The foregoing description of the speci?c embodi 
ments Will so fully reveal the general nature of the invention 
that others can, by applying current knowledge, readily 
modify and/or adapt for various applications such speci?c 
embodiments Without departing from the generic concept, 
and, therefore, such adaptations and modi?cations should 
and are intended to be comprehended Within the meaning 
and range of equivalents of the disclosed embodiments. It is 
to be understood that the phraseology or terminology 
employed herein is for the purpose of description and not of 
limitation. Therefore, While the invention has been described 
in terms of preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art 
Will recogniZe that the invention can be practiced With 
modi?cation Within the spirit and scope of the appended 
claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for generating simulation testbenches for 

verifying connections betWeen cores of a datapath system, 
comprising: 

providing a database of transactors, Wherein said trans 
actors generate and check data Within said datapath 
system, and Wherein said transactors are adaptable to 
arbitrary con?gurations of said datapath system; 

providing a single set of said transactors per each of said 
cores; and 

automatically selecting one set of said transactors from 
said database of transactors for inclusion in said simu 
lation testbenches. 

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
mapping of said datapath through said datapath system by 
interconnecting said selected set of said transactors With said 
datapath system. 

3. The method according to claim 2, Wherein said map 
ping of said datapath comprises mapping said datapath 
independently of said data to be generated and checked by 
said transactors. 

4. The method according to claim 2, Wherein said map 
ping of said datapath comprises mapping said datapath With 
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spatial coordinates and temporal coordinates, Wherein said 
spatial coordinates map said data from inboard datapath pins 
of said cores to outboard datapath pins of said cores, and 
Wherein said temporal coordinates map said data into a clock 
cycle of said datapath. 

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
setting control pins on said cores to facilitate propagation of 
said data through said cores of said datapath system. 

6. The method according to claim 5, Wherein said setting 
of said control pins comprises identifying control signals 
and control values to be asserted in said simulation test 
benches. 

7. The method according to claim 5, further comprising 
tracing said control pins to input ports and control registers. 

8. A method for generating simulation testbenches for 
verifying the connections betWeen cores of a datapath sys 
tem, comprising: 

providing a database of transactors, Wherein said trans 
actors generate and check data Within said datapath 
system; 

providing a single set of said transactors per each of said 
cores; 

automatically selecting one set of said transactors from 
said database of transactors for inclusion in said simu 
lation testbenches; 

mapping a datapath through said datapath system by 
interconnecting said selected set of said transactors 
With said datapath system; and 

setting control pins on said cores to facilitate propagation 
of said data through said cores of said datapath system. 

9. The method according to claim 8, Wherein said trans 
actors are adaptable to arbitrary con?gurations of said 
datapath system. 

10. The method according to claim 8, Wherein said 
mapping of said datapath comprises mapping said datapath 
independently of said data to be generated and checked by 
said transactors. 

11. The method according to claim 8, Wherein said 
mapping of said datapath comprises mapping said datapath 
With spatial coordinates and temporal coordinates, Wherein 
said spatial coordinates map said data from inboard datapath 
pins of said cores to outboard datapath pins of said cores, 
and Wherein said temporal coordinates map said data into a 
clock cycle of said datapath. 

12. The method according to claim 8, Wherein said setting 
of said control pins comprises identifying control signals 
and control values to be asserted in said simulation test 
benches. 

13. The method according to claim 8, further comprising 
tracing said control pins to input ports and control registers. 

14. A method for generating simulation testbenches for 
verifying the connections betWeen cores of a datapath sys 
tem, comprising: 

providing a database of transactors, Wherein said trans 
actors generate and check data Within said datapath 
system, Wherein said transactors are adaptable to arbi 
trary con?gurations of said datapath system, and 
Wherein said providing of said database of transactors 
further comprises: 

providing a ?rst transactor for generating raW data on 
an input side of a ?rst datapath, Wherein said ?rst 
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datapath ?oWs from inboard inputs of said datapath 
system to outboard outputs of said datapath system; 

providing a second transactor for checking encoded 
data on an output side of said ?rst datapath; 

providing a third transactor for generating encoded data 
on an input side of a second datapath, Wherein said 
second datapath ?oWs from outboard inputs of said 
datapath said datapath system to inboard outputs of 
said datapath system; and 

providing a fourth transactor for checking raW data on 
an output side of said second datapath; 

providing a single set of said transactors per said cores; 
and 

automatically selecting one set of said transactors from 
said database of transactors for inclusion in said simu 
lation testbenches. 

15. The method according to claim 14, further comprising 
mapping said ?rst datapath and said second datapath through 
said datapath system by interconnecting said selected set of 
said transactors With said datapath system. 
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16. The method according to claim 15, Wherein said 
mapping comprises mapping said ?rst datapath and said 
second datapath independently of said data to be generated 
and checked by said transactors. 

17. The method according to claim 15, Wherein said 
mapping comprises mapping said ?rst datapath and said 
second datapath With spatial coordinates and temporal coor 
dinates, Wherein said spatial coordinates map said data from 
inboard datapath pins of said cores to outboard datapath pins 
of said cores, and Wherein said temporal coordinates map 
said data into a clock cycle of said ?rst datapath and said 
second datapath. 

18. The method according to claim 14, further comprising 
setting control pins on said cores to facilitate propagation of 
said data through said cores of said datapath system. 

19. The method according to claim 18, Wherein said 
setting of said control pins comprises identifying control 
signals and control values to be asserted in said simulation 
testbenches. 

20. The method according to claim 18, further comprising 
tracing said control pins to input ports and control registers. 

* * * * * 


